
How to have Sex in Hostels? 
4 Dos and Donts for hooking up in hostels 

1. “Let’s do it in the dorm room, everyone else does!” 

DON’T. 

Put yourself  in the shoes of  a weary traveler trying to sleep. 

Suddenly you hear moans and bed-squeaking: the obvious clues that hostel sex has 

commenced. 

Either you interrupt and tell them it isn’t acceptable now, or wait ‘til the morning to turn their 

cheeks pink. The bottom line is that no one wants to hear it, and no matter how quiet you 

think you’re being; chances are everyone can hear you. 

And what’s worse than making the beast-with-two-backs in a dorm? Doing it on the top 

bunk! 

Not only is the poor person below you anticipating a collapsed bed, but you risk your sheets 

falling over the side and disappearing. 

Read: Room types at hostels, including all differences 
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2. “Come on let’s check out the views on the rooftop!” 

DO. 

Assuming you’re both traveling on a tight budget: the rooftop, shower, even the cleaning 

cupboard – if  it is private (lockable) and after hours, then your naughty antics shouldn’t upset 

other hostel-goers. 

Those that have tried it suggest aiming for the early hours of  the morning when you’re less 

likely to get caught. 

One ‘don’t’ however; sofas and kitchen areas. 

Would you really want to reminisce about your rendezvous as you prepare breakfast on the 

same table the next morning...? 

Exactly, so spare others this too. 

Read: Are hostels safe? 10 simple safety tips, 1st hand 

3. “The staff  might catch us, should we be worried?” 

DO (worry). 

Staff  are aware that hostel sex happens, and being (mostly) young and free themselves, they 

probably don’t care. But! 

Respect should be shown to the awesome staff, wouldn’t you agree? 

Forums suggest that staff  would prefer you to book a private room, and they don’t care if  that 

means asking them at 2am. 

It prevents angry dorm-buddies complaining (or making ghost-sounds), and subsequent 

embarrassment from both parties. 

Perhaps you’ll even get a discount as after all, they’d rather sell the room cheaper than not at 

all. 

For those on a (really) tight budget, stick with the shower – staff  can easily redirect shocked 

guests to other facilities, and don’t have to worry about extending their cleaning hours in the 

morning, if  you catch our drift. 

Read: Female-only dorms, the 7 pros and 4 cons. 

Read: 18 hostel rules and hostel etiquette to build lifelong friendships. 
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4. “A condom? I don’t have one, but don’t let that stop us.” 

DON’T. 

Ok ok, traveling somewhere new should be filled with spontaneity and excitement, but there 

should also be limits to your care-free attitude. 

It is perfectly acceptable to keep some inhibitions whilst traveling, and safe sex – not just 

hostel sex – is important. 

Don’t let the heat of  the moment tell you otherwise! 

The only fun things to take away from hostel sex are fun memories and a story to tell, perhaps 

even a t-shirt. 

Read: The ultimate smart packing list for hostels, including condoms (+ free download) 

5. Watch out for security cameras 

Whatever you, there is one thing you have to remember: Hostels HAVE cameras. 

The cameras are actually there for security purpose - and not to spy on you. 

So, therefore, if  you are planning to hook up on the roof  top terrace or the laundry 

room...have a look if  there is a camera first! 

Insider: MANY many hostels out there have "internal sex tapes" of  guests hooking up. This 

is quite funny for them. 

Keep an eye on cameras - because they will for sure keep an eye on you! 

Summary of  the 4 Do's and don'ts: 

1.     DON'T: dorm sex 

2.     DO: rooftop, shower, even the cleaning cupboard 

3.     DO: ask the staff  for a private room 

4.     DO: get condoms 

and 5.: Remember, there are cameras! 

Read the full article on sex in hostels at hostelgeeks.com. 
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